Our Publications [1]

The Center aims to become a clearing house for the most important scholarship and journalism in the field.

Pathways

A magazine [2] that reports on trends in poverty and inequality, summarizes cutting-edge research, evaluates key interventions, develops bold visions for the future, and stages debates among top commentators.

Books


California Poverty Measure

The California Poverty Measure [5] tracks which groups and counties in California have the highest poverty rates.

Trend Data

A unique and powerful archive of trend data [6] that allows users to customize time series of interest.

Video Recordings

Would you like to view videos on poverty and inequality dealing with some of the most pressing issues of our time? If so, check out our growing archive of video recordings [7].

Audio Recordings
Would you like to hear famous commentators on poverty and inequality debating some of the most pressing issues of our time? If so, check out our growing archive of audio recordings [8].

**Podcasts**

Would you like to hear podcasts on poverty and inequality illuminating some of the most pressing issues of our time? If so, check out our growing archive of podcasts [9].
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